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Abstract
In Traditional Chinese Medicine, the seven emotions, namely joy, anger, anxiety, contemplation, grief, fear and fright, directly affect the
corresponding organs to bring on diseases. This is known as “internal injury caused by the seven emotions”. This traditional notion may offer
a different way of thinking about how to treat diseases. Breathing rhythms can change in response to changes in emotions, such as sadness,
happiness, anxiety or fear. This may open a door for research that could link specific emotions to specific organs as every organ has its own
natural frequency.
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Introduction
The 2nd-century physician Galen is said to have observed
that women with melancholic dispositions seemed more
inclined to breast cancer than those of a sanguine bent [1]. This
great observation links physical diseases with mental activities,
and emotions.

Internal injury caused by the seven emotions

Emotions are classified into seven classes in traditional
chinese medicine (TCM): Joy, anger, anxiety, contemplation,
grief, fear and fright. The seven emotions refer to the human
mental activities. In TCM, the seven emotions directly affect the
corresponding organs to bring on diseases. This is known as
“internal injury caused by the seven emotions”: excessive joy
impairs the heart; anger impairs the liver; grief impair the lung,
anxiety and excessive contemplation impairs the spleen, fright
and fear impair the kidney [2]. The internal organs are strongly
affected by the emotions.
An explanation about this notion is that the abnormal mental
activities influence the circulation of Qi [3, 4] which is one of
the fundamental substances maintaining life activities. To be
more concrete, “Anger causes the Qi to ascend: joy makes the Qi
sluggish; sorrow makes the Qi consumed; fear induces the Qi to
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dissipate; fright results in disorder of the Qi; and anxiety brings
about the depression of the Qi.” The dysfunction in ascending
and descending of Qi will lead to changes in breathing rhythms.
Researchers do have found that breathing rhythms can change
in response to changes in emotions, such as sadness, happiness,
anxiety or fear [5]. This may open a door for research that could
link specific emotions to specific organs as every organ has its
own natural frequency.

Harmony in seven emotions is the best medicine

The heart corresponds to joy in the emotions. The lungs
correspond to grief in the emotions. The liver corresponds to
anger in the emotions. The spleen corresponds to anxiety and
contemplation in the emotions. The kidney corresponds to fright
and fear in the emotions. A certain organ is closely related to a
certain emotional activity. This traditional notion might offer a
different way of thinking about how to treat diseases: cancer,
diabetes, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, leukemia, Hodgkin’s disease,
heart failure, lung failure, coronary artery disease, osteoporosis,
hypertension, mental disorders, suicide, etc. Harmony in seven
emotions is the best medicine to protect the corresponding
organs from getting hurt. Sudden, strong, long emotional
stimuli will cause dysfunction of Qi, blood and the organs, hence
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leading to diseases. Therefore, a highly skilled doctor cures the
underlying cause of emotional maladjustment of patients first,
bodies the second and the diseases lastly.
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